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Abstract— In networking environment due to increasing demand of resources reliability, load balancing and efficient routing 

of data are still becoming a major issue. So I am proposing an efficient approach for solving all these issues using an innovative 

technique called Software Defined Networks(SDN).Software Defined Networks (SDN) has evolved as an emerging research 

area where it provides efficient network resources by separating data plane from control plane. Network virtualization allows 

sharing of physical resources by different users where each user executes their applications over its virtual network and its 

main features are isolation, multitenancy and simplified segmentation. The main component for virtualizing SDN is Hypervisor 

that abstracts physical SDN’s into isolated virtual SDN’s having its own controller. This paper presents different network 

hypervisors and its comparison shown will have a great impact on researchers building an efficient network infrastructure.   
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Network Virtualization [1][2] refers to combining hardware 

and software network resources and its functionality into 

single virtual network. Its role is to improve resource 

allocation and permits network operators to check any 

changes made to the network and allows network users to 

share the given network in controlled and isolated 

manner[3][4]. The different contexts where the given 

network can be virtualized are network devices (control 

plane, data plane and management plane), network links and 

network services. The benefits of network virtualization are 

low cost, less space consumption, scalable, low power 

requirement and easy to manage [4][5].  

          

To get quick glance on network virtualization first look 

closely at virtualization. Virtualization refers to abstracting 

computer hardware that permits the sharing and slicing of 

resources among the guest operating systems making each 

OS believe it has its own hardware[6][7]. Above the 

virtualization layer, consistent hardware abstraction allows 

different operating systems to build new approaches in their 

design. Below virtualization layer, different hardware can be 

used to map to hardware abstraction layer by having 

different instruction sets optimized for higher performance, 

lower power etc.[8]. 

        

So by analogy the network should have hardware abstraction 

layer by allowing multiple networks to run simultaneously 

without interference with each other on different hardware 

including switches, routers etc. to achieve the same benefits 

similar to computer virtualization [6]. New protocols and 

addressing formats should be executed simultaneously on 

different networks to enable different applications to 

improve their performance in the network [8]. 

     

This paper explores survey on Flow visor a network 

virtualization tool which act as hypervisor that resides 

between hardware and software on PC and splits the given 

physical network into network slices [9]. It uses Open Flow 

as hardware abstraction layer that resides between control 

and forwarding paths on network device. The resulting 

virtual network runs on existing or new low cost hardware 

which is compatible with current network [10]. The rest of 

the paper deals with installation process of flowvisor. 

II. HYPERVISORS 

Virtualization enables or allows multiple applications or 

operations to gain access to the hardware resources/ 

software resources of the host machine. Virtualization is a 

layer between the hardware and the operating system and it 

also provides access transparency. The hypervisors also 

known as the Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM),  manages 

the applications and the operating system in general[4][6]. 

The following figure shows a virtual environment, where the 

hypervisor is right above the host hardware, and virtualizing 

guest machine with the full capability or more of the host 

machine[11][13]. 
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Fig 1: Architecture of Virtualization 

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF VIRTUALIZATION 

Virtualization can be implemented in many ways using the 

following techniques[8][12]. They are: 

 

a) Server Consolidation: This combines or centralizes the 

workloads of various physical machines that are not fully 

used to lesser machines that can run safely and 

transparently over shared hardware infrastructure  and 

then virtualized as different servers, increasing its 

efficiency, workability, speed etc. 

b) Application Consolidation: This is giving legacy or 

outdated applications the environment to utilize new 

hardware and operating system by virtualizing the new 

hardware and providing access to other guest machines 

to utilize the application. 

c) Multiple Execution: Virtualization can help create more 

than one environment for program or application 

execution ad also the quality of service can be increased 

by ensuring that specific amount of resources is allocated 

appropriately. 

d) Virtual Hardware: The virtualization of hardware that is 

unavailable to users is achieved in virtualizinghardware. 

Examples of such hardware are: SCSI drivers, Virtual 

Ethernet Adapters, Virtual Ethernet Switches, and Hubs 

etc 

e) Debugging: The virtual environment can help in 

debugging of applications or software that are 

complicated such as an operating system or a device 

driver. This is achieved by allowing the user to execute 

the software in a virtualized environment with all the full 

control of the software available in the environment, 

giving the programmer or developer the perfect 

environment for debugging. 

f) Multiple Simultaneous Operating System: Virtualization 

enables the facility of having and running more than one 

operating system simultaneously, and also having 

different applications according to the users 

demands.The guest machine runs on the virtualized 

application or software that in turn runs above the host 

machine operating system. 

g) Business Continuity: This is achieved by putting the 

entire system files into a single file that can be replicated 

and restored on any server. This reduces downtime. 

h) Sandboxing: Virtual Machine helps in providing secure 

and isolated environments for applications that are less 

trusted in the virtualized operating system. Virtualization 

helps in creating a secure computing environment. 

i) Software Migration: This ease the migration or moving of 

software form one server to another, thereby helps 

mobility. 

 

Advantages of Virtualization [6][11] 

 

Security: A security breach on one of the virtual machines 

does not affect the other VM because of isolation which is 

achieved by the different compact environment that have 

different or separate security measures in the different guest 

machines. 

 

Reliability and Availability: When there’s a software 

failure in one virtual machine or guest machine, it doesn’t 

affect other virtual machines. 

 

Cost: It is cost effective by combining small servers to 

secure a more powerful server. The cost effectiveness of 

virtualization runs down to the hardware, operations (man 

power), floor space etc 

 

Adaptability to Workload Differences: In virtualization 

when workload changes or varies, the workload degree can 

be optimized easily by shifting the resources and priority 

allocations between or among virtual machines. Processors 

can also be moved from one virtual machine to another. 

 

Load Balancing: The software state of a VM is relatively 

condensed by the hypervisor, this makes it possible for 

migration of the entire virtual machine to another platform, 

it improves load balancing. 

 

Legacy Applications: This enables the running of legacy 

applications on old OD in the guest machines. For example 

if an enterprise decides to migrate to a different OS, it is 

possible to maintain the old legacy applications on the old 

VM or guest machine. 

IV. TYPES OF HYPERVISORS 

Hypervisors as stated earlier is a software that manages 

different operating system or different instances of the same 

operating system in one physical computer or host machine, 
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has two distinct types namely: Type 1: Native or bare Metal 

and Type 2: Hosted hypervisors.[4] 

 

A. Type 1: Native or Bare Metal Hypervisor 
These are software that run directly above the hardware of 

the host machine. It also monitors the operating system that 

runs directly above the hypervisor and also monitors the 

operating system that runs on the guest machine. This is 

because the guest machine operating system runs on a 

different or isolated level that is directly above the 

hypervisor.  Examples are Oracle VM, Microsoft Hyper-V, 

VMWare ESX and Xen etc. [6][11] 

 

 The following figure shows native hypervisor  

 

                   
Fig 2:Native or Bare Metal Hypervisor 

 

B. Type 2: Hosted Hypervisor 

The hypervisor is hosted or installed on an already existing 

operating system and it houses other operating system that is 

above it. In this type of hypervisor, any problem occurring 

with the host operating system will affect guest machine 

operating system that is running on the hypervisor and also 

it affects the hypervisor itself, although sometime the 

hypervisor running above the operating system might be 

secured but the guest operating system wouldn’t be.[4][8]  

Examples of such are Oracle VM Virtual Box, VM Ware 

Server and Workstation, Microsoft Virtual PC, KVM, 

QEMU and Parallels. The hosted architecture of hypervisor, 

relies on host operating system for device support and 

physical resource management.[6] 

   

Originally hypervisors were developed to suit server 

platforms, later on the virtualization of Desktop, PC 

operating systems were achieved. A challenge that held the 

virtualization of PCs operating system was the virtualization 

of the x86 based CPU architecture[4][9][11]The following 

figure shows hosted hypervisor 

 

 
Fig 3:Hosted Hypervis 

 

V. FLOWVISOR 

 

FlowVisor sits between the underlying physical hardware 

and the software that controls it which is shown in figure 

below[14][16] 

 

                    

Fig 4: Placement of Flowvisor 

 

 It is like an operating system uses an instruction set to 

control the underlying hardware, FlowVisor uses the 

OpenFlow protocol to control the underlying physical 

network. Open-Flow exposes forwarding control of a 

switch’s packets  to a programmable entity, i.e., the 

OpenFlow controller.FlowVisor hosts multiple guest 

OpenFlow controllers, one controller per slice, making sure 

that a controller can observe and control its own slice, while 

isolating one slice from another (both the datapath traffic 

belonging to the  slice, and the control of the slice). 

 

OpenFlow provides an abstraction of the networking 

forwarding path that allows FlowVisor to slice the network 
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along the five required dimensions, and with the following 

main characteristics[15] 

a) FlowVisor defines a slice as a set of flows running on a 

topology of switches.2 

b) FlowVisor sits between each OpenFlow controller and 

the switches, to make sure that a guest controller can 

only observe and control the switches it is supposed to. 

c) FlowVisor partitions the link bandwidth by assigning a 

minimum data rate to the set of flows that make up a 

slice. 

d) FlowVisor partitions the flow-table in each switch by 

keeping track of which flow-entries belong to each 

guest controller. 

 

A. FLOW SPACE 
The set of flows that make up a slice which can be thought 

of constituting a well-defined subspace of the entire 

geometric space of possible packet headers.Because 

FlowVisor defines a slice as a set of flows defined by set of 

non contiguous regions. Flowvisor slices traffic using 

flowspaces.Flowvisor makes decision of isolating slices by 

making sure that their flowspaces doesnot overlap with each 

other in given topology[17][14][15]. It can also decide 

which switches can be used to communicate from one slice 

to another which can also make packet to belong to one or 

more slices which can be explained in fig below where Alice 

and Bob are taken for example assuming each having their 

own OpenFlow Controller. 

 

 
Fig 5: Intercepting Open flow messages from guest controller 

 

B. Design Goals[15] 

 It should be transparent to network controller 

 strong isolation must exist between network slices 

 slice policy should be extensibly defined with 

documentation 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

The paper deals with Network Virtualization which refers to 

combining hardware and software network resources and its 

functionality into single virtual network. Its role is to 

improve resource allocation and permits network operators 

to check any changes made to the network and allows 

network users to share the given network in controlled and 

isolated manner. The paper also discussed Hypervisor and 

its implementation and different types of hypervisor are 

elaborated in detail. 

                 The last section of paper deals with Flow visor 

and its design goals which are useful for slicing traffic in 

efficient manner. 
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